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Introduction

If we want to answer the question what sense a functionalist approach to law makes, we have to take a position in a more general debate in epistemology: what does it mean to take a functionalist approach to some phenomenon P in general? Think of such phenomena as a heart beating in a living organism, the rise and fall of golf clubs in certain countries, or, indeed, the gradual ‘securitization’ of immigration law in the EU. What exactly is ‘explained’ in a functionalist account of these phenomena? And is it the same thing that is explained in all of them?

Not too long ago, Philip Pettit offered an elegant hypothesis by answering that functionalist explanations in social sciences are different from functionalist explanations in, for instance, evolutionary biology, in that they contribute to understanding the resilience of certain properties in a system rather than the presence of these properties. I will follow him in this, but not without a further distinction between two meanings of ‘resilience’ that seems crucial to me. I will distinguish a mechanical meaning of resilience in terms of ‘remaining the same’ from a teleological meaning in terms of ‘preserving oneself’.

In the second part of the paper I will bring a teleological interpretation of ‘resilience’ to bear on the functions that are ascribed to law and argue that it comes in favor of a rather limited function. In contradistinction to wide views (‘protecting basic moral values’, implementing public policies’, ‘steering individual and group behavior’, (re-) allocating rights) I defend a narrow view: law (in Western societies) is designed to end or prevent conflicts that are potentially disruptive of society, by authoritative decision-making. I
will back this up by arguing (1) that ending/preventing conflict does not entail ‘solving’, though solving a conflict is a perfect way to end/prevent it; (2) that not every conflict is the law’s business, though even small conflicts may become socially disruptive; (3) that any theory of law (functionalist, evolutionist, economist) has to usher in an account of authority, though arguably (pace Hobbes) authority cannot be exercised without (practical) knowledge claims regarding a society’s overall well-being. I show why this narrow view is the best explanation of some peculiar features of law (a.o., procedures, rituals, time constraints, discretion, stare decisis, etc.), and submit that it should lead to modesty in the minds of legislators, in particular.

1 Functionalism

If we take ‘functionalism’ as characterizing, first and foremost, a methodology in building theories (in our case theories on law), one of the basic questions is whether, to what extent, and on what account, it may be called ‘functional’ as distinct from other theories. What we would like to know is, in particular, how such a methodology may usher in theories that are neither purely causal nor purely interpretational. I submit that the answer crucially hinges on what it is exactly that a functionalist approach purports to describe, explain, and even predict. Here as elsewhere in science, object commands method. Hence: what is targeted in a functionalist approach?

1.1 Functionalism and resilience

Many years ago Ernest Nagel argued that functional approaches are particularly apt (if at all) to give an account of so called self-regulating systems, where consequences feed back into the system and become part of the explanation of why the system is as it is. Law seems to be such a system (Luhmann 1987). By slithy adapting Dorothy Emmet’s summary of Nagel’s formula (with $L$ for a legal system) we may render it as follows:

‘Let $L$ be a system and $E$ its environment, and let $L$ be functional, self-maintaining, or directly organized with respect to a trait (property, state, process), $G$. Let $L$ undergo a series of alterations terminating in $G$. Let there then be some fairly extensive class of changes either in $E$ or in certain parts of $L$. Then, unless $L$ contains some mechanism that produces effects compensating for these changes, $L$ will cease to exhibit $G$ or the tendency to acquire $G$.’

Nagel added that, in order for this formula to work, $L$ must be specified with regard to the parts that are causally relevant to the state of $G$, including the return effects of those parts that have the ‘function’ of maintaining $L$ in $G$ against changes. He held that very few functional analyses in sociology would meet these standards of
specification.

These comments, I submit, are largely in line with some arguments made much later by Philip Pettit, on functional explanation targeting the ‘resilience’ of a system. Like Nagel, Pettit observes that for most functional explanations in social sciences there is no mechanism M to cite, akin to the natural selection mechanism in biology, explaining the presence or emergence of properties $P_1, P_2, \ldots, P_n$ of L as it evolves through state $G$. However, they do explain the resilience of $L_G$ under possible changes $c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_n$, for which an actual mechanism is not required. Such changes do not have to occur. They may remain entirely counterfactual. In these cases the mechanism will remain virtual. What we need to show is that the mechanism emerges as soon as the changes occur. Even if the presence of $L_G < P_1, P_2, \ldots, P_n >$ is not illuminated by the function it serves, the function will explain why $L$ stays around over time, in spite of the changes in the system or its environment. For instance, it will explain why the system returns to some form of equilibrium, or to some form of adaptation or ‘fit’, or to some form of reproduction, or to some range of temperatures, etc. In brief, a functional explanation describes some properties $P_1, P_2, \ldots, P_n$ as part of a mechanism M that (1) causes system L to stay in state $G$, should changes $c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_n$ in L or its environment E push to the contrary; but (2) that remains virtual as long as $c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_n$ do not occur. So, suppose speaker S says:

[1] In the body the heart is pumping to circulate the blood,

S is not committed to believe that there would be no circulation of the blood without a heart. In a specific case, the blood could also be circulated by a machine external to the body. Moreover, if a heart would stop to circulate blood, it would still be a heart. What S does believe, however, is that a body is resilient against certain changes in its environment or its internal make-up because the mechanism of the heart manages to keep circulating the blood. Or another example, if S says:

[2] In Western society the golf club is for greasing business relations,

S neither means that business in Western society would not be greased without golf clubs nor that something is not a golf club if it does not grease business relations to the benefit of society. S only means that Western society remains in a relatively steady state because the mechanism of the golf club manages to grease business relations.

It is not far-fetched to conceive of ‘justice’ in terms of resilience. I deliberately write ‘justice’ rather than ‘law’, as the former term may
refer either to an institution in place in a certain society (‘access to justice’, ‘administration of justice’) or to the aspiration(s) that underlie having such an institution in the first place. To start with the latter, the hallmark of justice is the aspiration ‘to give everyone their due’. Traditionally, this comes under two headings: (1) to restore balances by attributing a penalty to a crime, a payment to a performance, a remedy for an injury, etc.; (2) to distribute a good fairly over a set of agents. As such distributions never start as if it were the first day of creation, they are in fact invariably redistributions: they interfere in existing distributions. In other words, these redistributions are moves from one situation regarded as less just towards one that is regarded as more just. They speak to the resilience of a society hovering between certain values of the same aspiration variable ‘justice’. In this, they resemble the operations under the other heading, i.e., ‘restoration’. There is a host of alternative labels for it, in particular ‘comutative justice’, ‘corrective’, and even ‘retributive’ justice (in a broad sense of ‘retribution’). They all bring to the fore that by aspiring to this value, society is supposed to bounce back from a less just state to a more just state, thus constantly trying to find its balance. Resilience captures this double picture as it is deeply entrenched in a time-honored moral tradition. But resilience is also at the core of justice in the institutional sense of the term. In that case the institution of law, much like the golf club, is the mechanism that is supposed to keep social relationships between certain critical values. Rousseau, among others, sometimes seems to favor this view, e.g., when he submits that ‘the law’ should aim at a certain form of equality among the members of society: neither should anybody be so poor that he feels forced to sell himself, nor should anybody be so rich that he feels able to buy someone else. Or when he advises that there is an easy marker of good government: the growth of a population, but surely within certain critical limits commanded by the environment. Here again, resilience to a steady state, dynamic as it may be, is the heart of the matter.

By concentrating on law as a mechanism of resilience, functionalism steers away from encompassing views on law that, important as they may be in their own right, contribute little to methodology in legal scholarship. Functionalism can afford to remain rather neutral between, for instance, systems theory, natural law theory, legal pragmatism or legal positivism. When it comes to the range between critical values that is regarded as a steady state to which society would bounce back if brought outside of this range, it is pretty immaterial where this range hails from: e.g., the system itself, bio-nature, ratio-nature, the will of an authority. These are things that matter in a different realm of questions, in particular philosophical ones. Obviously, such philosophical stances will offer different assessments of functionalism from their own perspectives. However, this hardly affects how a legal scholar goes about his or her own business. It does
not penetrate their method\textsuperscript{8} while functionalism does. Functionalism focuses on the mechanism that explains the workings of these barely visible flippers in the pinball machine, that keep the ball of society rolling. But there is one crucial distinction yet to be made.

Such a mechanism may or may not be taken up as a role by an agent involved. Not by the heart because it is not an agent. But surely by the golf club, which is an agent, in particular a collective agent. Collective agency comes with so-called plural (or collective, or joint) intentions.\textsuperscript{9} It also comes with representation, since ‘there is no “we” that can say “we”’.\textsuperscript{10} Thus, fulfilling this role of greasing business relations may become something the golf club, golf clubs in general, or even (a representative of) society may acknowledge, quite apart from S’s observation. Indeed it may even become the golf club’s mission, i.e., an explicit intention. Here is where resilience dovetails into two notions.

\textbf{1.2 Two meanings of resilience}

Intentions entail reflexive terms. If I intend to take my bag, e.g., thinking [3]

\begin{quote}
[3] I’m going to take my bag,
\end{quote}

then – whatever my neuro-cognitive ‘wiring’ may be – I consider myself to be both the framer of the intention and the would-be agent of the action. The point is that the framer and the agent are not just ‘the same’ but that they are the same from a first-person viewpoint that is involved in the intention. If I ascribe an intention to another person, as in (the somewhat elaborate form)

\begin{quote}
[4] Mrs. B intends that she* take her* bag,
\end{quote}

then I imply, by virtue of the quasi-indicators ‘she*’ and ‘her*’ that Mrs. B is able to make first-person references with regard to her (herself) taking up her (her own) particular bag. This would be characteristically different from the implications of an utterance like

\begin{quote}
[4’] Mrs. B intends that Mrs. B take her bag,
\end{quote}

since [4’] may be true even in case Mrs. B does not know that she is Mrs. B.\textsuperscript{11} Reflexive reference crucially distinguishes [4] from [4’]. On the basis of this distinction we may recognize the time-honored difference between identity as sameness and identity as selfhood, for which some languages even have different referential devices.\textsuperscript{12} And this again is firm ground to distinguish resilience as preservation of properties $<\text{P}_1, \text{P}_2, \ldots, \text{P}_n>$ in a system $L$, from resilience as self-preservation by an agent $A$ in $L$ in terms of properties $<\text{P}_1, \text{P}_2, \ldots, \text{P}_n>$. 
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Note that the latter cannot gain any meaning without connecting the thin reference to a ‘self’ to substantive properties and testing if these connections remain ‘the same’ (idem) over time. But then again, all this connecting and testing build up to personal identity as ‘a self’ (ipse) only if such sameness is acknowledged from a first-person vantage point. No such acknowledgment is required to claim or test sameness of properties pure and simple, nor for that matter, to engage in more complicated cognitive endeavors of a similar kind, like establishing facts or causal relations.

I submit that reflexivity is also crucial in making a distinction between two encompassing discursive modes with regard to resilience. One we could call functionalism proper (F-mode), in which resilience is conceived as preservation, identity as sameness, and explanatory patterns as causal mechanisms running under certain (counterfactual) conditions, as sketched by Pettit. This is why we may characterize it as a ‘mechanical’ mode. The other we could call teleology proper (T-mode), where resilience is self-preservation, identity is taken as selfhood, and explanatory patterns are presented in terms of the sense they make, e.g., in the established settings of plural intentional action that we usually call ‘institutions’. The dominant perspective of F-mode is a third-person one, while the perspective of T-mode is dominated by the first-person viewpoint.

Two important observations have to be made in addition to this distinction. The first is that these are indeed discursive modes. This entails that they do not register at the purely lexical level. There are no words that exclusively belong to one or the other mode. In a more positive vein one should be aware that words like ‘purpose’, ‘goal’, ‘aim’, ‘meaning’, indeed even ‘function’ may circulate in either mode. It requires further analysis to detect how they have to be read or heard. The second observation is that it is common to switch between modes, and that again there are two ways of doing so. One is the inadvertent way, by which the speaker may cause a considerable amount of confusion. The other is the sophisticated way, exploring the internal links between the two modes.

It is not difficult to see which internal links allow for modulation between F-mode and T-mode in either direction. To some extent, as we saw, T-mode is predicated on F-mode. For instance, to return to an earlier example, the golf club cannot really be committed to the mission of greasing business relations if it is not prepared to critically assess the underlying mechanism(s) that make(s) people more overt to business exchanges while playing this particular game. Only on the basis of this kind of assessment it will be able to formulate a viable mission statement. So at certain points their discourse in T-mode will revert to F-mode. But this is a two-way street. F-mode ushers in T-mode in institutional contexts, as institutions, generally speaking, are
default settings of behavior dubbed meaningful (making sense) in and by a given society. Often such meaningfulness is rendered in terms of values, interests, or (more or less shared) preferences. The golf club may also check the mechanisms it appears to be part of against its mission statement and decide that it will steer away from some of them. It may well be that it remains unaware of some of these functional mechanisms, and the sole fact that it becomes aware of them is perhaps a necessary but certainly not a sufficient condition for distancing itself from them.

In a similar vein, a legal order – its officials and its subjects – may be studied in both modes and profit from their interrelations. Social and behavioral sciences like economics, (social) psychology, sociology, evolutionary theory, and their ilk, will theorize the mechanisms underlying law’s ‘mission statement’. But the implications of such a statement with regard to certain areas of socio-political life, or specific problems arising in these areas, are the subject matter of a teleological angle on a legal order. Describing, explaining and (even) predicting these implications has always been the task of legal scholarship. Importantly, in spite of lexical fuzziness and conceptual interrelations between the two modes, neither of them should be collapsed into the other.

2 Wide and narrow views on the function of law

We are now equipped to turn to the institution of law and see how its function(s) may be assessed in view of its resilience, modulating between F-mode and T-mode. I will first discuss some views that ascribe very wide functions or purposes to law, but for which we can hardly find an appropriate mechanism that offers an account of salient characteristics of a resilient legal order. Then I will turn to a more limited function, one that satisfies this condition and allows for a properly teleological account of law that is sensitive to such a mechanism. Throughout this section I will stick to the belief that there is no lexical basis to distinguish F- from T-mode, as these are patterns of discourse that distribute the same lexical elements in different ways.

2.1 Widely held (too) wide views

Wide normative claims on the function of law abound, and they are played around not just in jurisprudential circles. Take, for instance, the final phrase from a leaflet presenting the ‘Agenda for the Dutch Judiciary 2015-2018: ‘Law makes social life possible.’ It very much resembles our golf club example. Of course, this promo phrase hovers (deliberately, I presume) between necessary and sufficient conditions, but the innuendo cannot be missed. Law is instrumental to social life in all its richness, or so the message is. I will explain, in due time, why
I think this is an infelicitous overstatement. But let us look first at a shortlist of similar, explicitly argued, views I met over the last decade or so, regarding the ultimate function of law. Law is alleged to be there, in the final analysis, for the sake of:

i. regulating individual and group behavior

ii. implementing public policies

iii. (re-)allocating rights;

iv. protecting basic moral values;

v. ordering basic needs and the satisfaction thereof.

It would neither be difficult to extend the list, nor to refer to more (and more specific) publications. But to avoid irrelevant discussions let us try to be neither be exhaustive nor selective. This shortlist will do to get the picture. Most lawyers will concede that law has several functions, and/or that some specific function is not the exclusive domain of law. That’s fine. But my concern is twofold: if a function is not the exclusive domain of law, what is the specific way in which law enters the domain? And if various functions should be ascribed to law, what function should be leading when push comes to shove, i.e., when two or more functions collide? Note that the normative ring of these questions primarily indicates that we are looking for an answer from a first-person (plural) viewpoint; the vantage point of a ‘we’ trying to pinpoint ‘what law is for’ in the society they call ‘our’. It is from this vantage point that we will be able to look back at the underlying mechanism and to various functions that ‘we’ would like to take on board, or not.

Here are some examples. There is no point in denying that law should regulate behavior in society. Indeed it does. E.g., in the face of biotechnological developments it regulates the patentability of the use of human embryos for commercial purposes, or of certain methods to harvest human stem cells that entail the destruction of fertilized ova in the blastocyst stage. Or it sanctions certain technological devices (such as road bumps or encrypted codes) that make it impossible (or at least very expensive) to defer from a desirable pattern of behavior. But then, lots of social institutions regulate human behavior. They do so, for instance, by providing education, or by organizing a market, or by promoting a religion, or by constructing certain technological devices, or by simply continuing a habit under a certain type of circumstances. So what is law doing in this already overcrowded area? The question is often ignored, or even rejected as old-fashioned ‘essentialism’. One rather prefers to invert the definition: if law is a species of regulating behavior, why not say that all regulation of
human behavior may appear to be law. ‘Soft law’ seems to prove the point. But in fact soft law proves my point, i.e., my concern. I acknowledge that some efforts to regulate behavior (e.g., a program of subsidies by a semi-governmental body) may turn out to be legally binding in hindsight, while just governmentally advisable in foresight (which is what soft law is mainly about). But my question is: What value is added to such a program at the moment it is sanctioned by law? And the answer does not lie entirely with the sanction as such, since the sanction itself is embedded in a wider set of considerations and constraints that are dubbed ‘legal’.

Apart from the exclusivity issue there is the priority issue. It is all well and good to acknowledge all functions that may credibly be attributed to law. But different functions of law may clash, and then the question is whether some functions are more important than others, so that they become leading in cases of conflict. These conflicts are quite common. There is little doubt, for instance, that law is (and should be) instrumental in implementing public policies; e.g., it should serve the government in warranting a certain level of security to the public against terrorist attacks. Obviously, this policy may interfere with another function of law, like attributing and enforcing certain basic rights to individual members of the polity, e.g., the right to privacy. It is common place to say that, *ceteris paribus*, the right to security and the right to privacy ought to be ‘balanced’. That’s fine. But what the metaphor of the balance leaves out – here as elsewhere – is what function of law would take the role of the gravity force in establishing the balance? There is, I submit, nothing essentialist about the question which function of law is leading ‘ultimately’, or ‘on the final count of things’, or ‘when push comes to shove’. Perhaps, these more candid phrases are easier to accept than a dogma or two on ‘the essence of law’. But even the most fanatic supporter of Wittgenstein’s famous ‘family resemblances’ will concede that it hinges on the possibility to single out at least some typical traits for a family, or else also this metaphor will evaporate into thin air. Note that I do not say that we must find one all-embracing function for everything called law. But what I do assert is that we are able (indeed, ought) to ask what a specific (set of) legal norm(s) is about ‘in the end’, or ‘what sense’ it ultimately makes. Whether we call this a function or an idea, a purpose or a pursuit, is rather immaterial.

Both the priority issue and the exclusivity issue suggest that there is reason to inquire about what should be regarded as the ultimate function of law? Could one of the items (i) – (v) be considered as serious candidates for this role? I think none of them would qualify, even if I grant that law may have these and other functions subordinated to its core business. But none of them is the law’s core business in the sense above. Let me briefly point to some difficulties with each of them.
(i) regulating individual and group behavior.

Although law belongs to the genus of ‘doing things with rules’\textsuperscript{21} and although it is therefore crucial to understand rule following in general in order to understand law\textsuperscript{22} this function needs to be narrowed down by a specific mode of regulation characteristic of law, as already suggested.

(ii) implementing public policies

Law as the privileged instrument to implement public policies is a popular functional definition of law. But as a view that reduces the function of law to a pure instrument of politics, it easily goes astray. Law should also protect people against certain policies. To this end it should prioritize certain policies in such a way that they become ‘trumps’ in the usual bargaining of trade-offs that characterizes the political process.\textsuperscript{23} Without the specific quality generated by this transformation, (ii) is too wide, even if it is granted that the transformation itself is a form of implementing a public policy. On a wider canvass the argument should turn against the view that law is the sum total of norms enacted, applied and enforced by governmental authorities in the name of ‘the public interest’ or ‘the common good’. The law also has a task to fulfill with regard to those who are excluded from ‘the public’ or ‘the community’ by dint of its self-inclusion.\textsuperscript{24}

(iii) (re-)allocating rights

At first sight this is the core function of law, in particular if we see rights the Hohfeldian way, distinguishing between various meanings of ‘right’ and their systemic relationships with duties, capabilities, and liabilities. But even then it is a view that quickly becomes circular. I.e., if we define the function of law in terms of (allocating) rights, and then have to determine rights, capabilities, and their ilk, by reference to the function of objective law, we have gone full circle. And it seems that we cannot escape from this conundrum, as long as rights are seen not as sheer interests but as interests worthy of protection by law; or capabilities not as sheer powers but as competences attributed by law. In other words, (iii) is perhaps fine as a doctrinal view but not as a philosophical one.

(iv) protecting basic moral values

In societies where the notion of ‘the good life’ is an essentially contested one, this view on the basic function of law soon loses its attractiveness. Or, to put it the other way around, law that would not be able to intervene in a violent conflict between morally deeply divided parties because of its own moral parti pris, would hardly have any functional merit at all. There are good, even morally good, reasons
for law to keep morality at bay when it comes to its role in society. In particular value-based conceptions of morality are difficult to accommodate directly by a legal order, as the German experience with Wertjudikatur and the critique of Wertungsjurisprudenz show.\(^{25}\)

**(v) ordering basic needs and the satisfaction thereof**

This is probably the most down-to-earth view on the function of law. And again, there is no point in denying that law, in whatever function it may appear, has to take into account what Hart called ‘the minimum content of natural law’.\(^ {26}\) It does not have to cater to basic needs itself, obviously. But it should see to it that basic needs are presented and satisfied in an orderly way, given the constraints that people are born into, like limited resources, limited knowledge of consequences over time, limited strength of will, etc. Even (or particularly) if we leave the (nation) state-centered paradigm of law behind, here is a touchstone for the function of law in society at large. But once more the view is too wide, and too unspecific. It requires a deeper analysis regarding its implications, e.g., criteria that distinguish ‘order’ from ‘disorder’, or ‘basic’ from ‘higher’ needs. I submit that this most down-to-earth view may well be the most puzzling one.\(^ {27}\)

In conclusion we find that none of these wide, and widely-held, views on the ultimate purpose of law is sufficiently specific to offer a stronghold in cases where different functions collide or where one function is served by other agents and institutions than the juridical ones.

**2.2 An alternative narrow view**

I would like to contrast these wide views with a narrower one: at the core, law (in Western societies) is there to end or prevent conflicts that are potentially disruptive of society, by authoritative (legislative, administrative, or judicial) decision-making. Before I go on to argue why this, admittedly traditional, view is more adequate than its wide-ranging competitors I would like to clarify how rich it is in its narrowness, thus straightening out some misunderstandings.

(i) Ending/preventing conflict does not entail ‘solving’ the underlying problem, though solving the underlying problem is a solid way to end/prevent a conflict. An important parameter of satisfying solutions is ‘justice’ or ‘fairness’, preferred values that are relevant not only in law but also in politics, economics, and ethics. The intention to go beyond the mere end of stopping or curbing a conflict and address the underlying issue explains why there is an increasing interest in Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR), often ‘under the shadow of the law’. It also explains why judges in family law take far more liberty to set formalities aside and go to the heart of the matter than in, say, tax
law. But often the law is reluctant to tackle the underlying problem; it settles for just stopping or curbing a fight. And we should not regard this as a failure on the part of the law. There is wisdom in the old saying ‘lites finiri oportet’ (fightings should stop) because, often enough, a way of dealing with the problem will only be found, if at all, if and when parties return to the practice of daily life instead of staying at the meta-level of dispute. Doing the walk rather than the talk is often important in finding a way out of a predicament in human life, for the simple reason that a lot of our knowing-how (i.e., practical knowledge) is tacit, embodied, and conditional on actual situations.  

For instance, when I am hesitant about the correct spelling of a word, it does not help to think harder; it helps to stop thinking and to start writing it; chances are that then I will know. In a similar vein, problems in social relationships may profit from stopping the quarrelling on both sides and getting on.

(ii) Not every conflict is the law’s business, though even small conflicts may become socially disruptive. It is a sound sociological insight that conflicts in social relationships are not necessarily bad; they often deepen and enrich such ties. But conflicts, even small ones, tend to drift further and further away from a solution, i.e., get out of hand, the more argumentative fuel is brought to the fire by the parties involved. Indeed, even small conflicts tend to involve more and more parties, to the point where they may wreck whole societies. Law tries to monitor the type of conflicts that are potentially disruptive on a large scale. This, however, is very much dependent on cultural time and space. For instance, in secular society, blasphemy is unlikely to cause social disruption, whereas in religious societies it will do so quite predictably. As a consequence, there is very limited ground for (criminal) law to interfere in the former, while there is plenty of reason in the latter case. Also linguistic pluralism may be negotiated quite smoothly in one country (Switzerland) and give rise to one constitutional crisis after the other in another one (Belgium).

It requires political sensitivity to assess which conflicts should be engaged by law and which should not. From a judicial point of view, quite a few conflicts in private law root in hurt personal feelings, where damages are claimed for the sheer purpose of getting access to a verdict on ‘guilt’. They are unlikely to grow to disruptive proportions by any ‘slippery slope’ argument. Moreover, slippery slope arguments themselves are not always appropriate. But they are not insane either. From a legislative viewpoint, however, there is a persistent inclination to regulate in view of ‘order’ rather than ‘peace’, where the criteria of order are inspired by political priorities rather than the reduction of conflict. I would be hesitant to attribute the predicate ‘law’ to all these regulations. Many of these are political arrangements which should be left to the political process.
A priori, there are many ways to end or prevent serious conflict in society, and not all of them are part of law; e.g., insulating or eliminating (one of) the antagonists in the conflict, or providing abundant resources. Law has a specific way with conflicts. It tries to stop or curb them by authoritative decision-making. Therefore, any theory of law (functionalist, evolutionist, economist, etc.) has to usher in an account of authority, quite apart from what is equally necessary, namely a theory of decision-making. For reasons of space, let me focus on the former, i.e., on the old saying quoted famously by Hobbes that it is authority rather than truth that makes law.\textsuperscript{31}

A lot of ground here is covered by Raz’s ‘service conception’ of authority, which is basically an answer to the question what it is to ‘follow’ authority under conditions of (i) rationality and (ii) freedom.\textsuperscript{32} I have little reason to take issue with this account here. It’s just that I think that there is yet another question to be asked: what is it to acquire authority? To copy Raz’s vocabulary, how do you give other agents reason to waive acting on the balance of their own reasons, and to believe that they will end up acting in accordance with the reasons that apply to them anyway if they follow your directives?

My answer is this; you should bring it about that they trust you with a certain knowledge in finding a way out of their predicament(s) which they do not have at their disposal (yet). It does not necessarily have to be theoretical, explicit and demonstrable knowledge. In most cases it is not. It may well be practical knowledge (‘knowing how’ rather than ‘knowing that’) and it may well be tacit, implicit, and embodied. Because it is practical it is easily confused with ‘power’: the power to find a way out of the predicament. But power is not the first thing at issue when the issue is a predicament. Arguably, the predicament may be canonically expressed as ‘What should I/we do?’ It is not, typically, ‘What do I/we want to do?’ For our wants may be short-sighted, ill-informed, or weakly willed, even to the point where they become self-destructive. We rather ask ‘What is the right thing to do’, given the kind of agent (singular or plural) we take ourselves to be everything being considered, or on the final count of things. Knowledge that leads us out of this predicament is, I submit, genuine (practical) knowledge – a mode of knowledge that comes (gradually) with experience, training, and critical feedback on consequences. It used to be called peritia. It comes far less, if at all, with accepting (learning) true propositions and rejecting false ones. People in predicaments of various kinds turn to people they trust with peritia in the specific circumstances at hand and call them ‘authorities’ who may be able to ‘serve’ them. Sometimes they will do this jointly, expecting a service that will benefit them jointly, i.e., that will be ‘the right thing to do’ for their society at large.

To evoke this kind of trust on the scale on society, and thus to acquire
authority, one cannot build on the reasons pro and con a certain policy that are already available in society, since they articulate the very predicament that the parties involved desire wish to escape from. And so authority is acquired by pointing to a viable escape, i.e., to a hole in society’s plural identity (as it is laid out in properties and preferences). This hole or, if one prefers, this porosity allows it to relate to its surrounding world in a new way for the future and yet retain the link to the past. In this sense, truth is indeed not the main source of law, while authority is. But from this it does not follow that authority can be accounted for without tying it in with an important mode of knowledge. And what is perhaps most important (and debatable...): once trust is evoked and has taken the form of a commitment to comply with authority for one’s own benefit, it entails a default approval of coercion by the members of society. This is neither to say that authority is allowed to apply coercion in all domains of social life, nor that the approval cannot be withdrawn. But, by default, it would be self-contradictory to accept authority A in predicament S forfeiting the balance of one’s own reasons, and then construing the balance of one’s own reasons after all, as soon as one dislikes A’s directives. I venture that, when it comes to law, coercion follows authority, rather than the other way around.  

1.2 Two meanings of resilience

Intentions entail reflexive terms. If I intend to take my bag, e.g., thinking [3]

[3] I’m going to take my bag,

then – whatever my neuro-cognitive ‘wiring’ may be – I consider myself to be both the framer of the intention and the would-be agent of the action. The point is that the framer and the agent are not just ‘the same’ but that they are the same from a first-person viewpoint that is involved in the intention. If I ascribe an intention to another person, as in (the somewhat elaborate form)

[4] Mrs. B intends that she* take her* bag,

then I imply, by virtue of the quasi-indicators ‘she*’ and ‘her*’ that Mrs. B is able to make first-person references with regard to her (herself) taking up her (her own) particular bag. This would be characteristically different from the implications of an utterance like

[4’] Mrs. B intends that Mrs. B take her bag,

since [4’] may be true even in case Mrs. B does not know that she is Mrs. B. Reflexive reference crucially distinguishes [4] from [4’]. On the basis of this distinction we may recognize the time-honored
difference between identity as sameness and identity as selfhood, for which some languages even have different referential devices. And this again is firm ground to distinguish resilience as preservation of properties $<P_1, P_2, \ldots, P_n>$ in a system $L$, from resilience as self-preservation by an agent $A$ in $L$ in terms of properties $<P_1, P_2, \ldots, P_n>$. Note that the latter cannot gain any meaning without connecting the thin reference to a ‘self’ to substantive properties and testing if these connections remain ‘the same’ (idem) over time. But then again, all this connecting and testing build up to personal identity as ‘a self’ (ipse) only if such sameness is acknowledged from a first-person vantage point. No such acknowledgment is required to claim or test sameness of properties pure and simple, nor for that matter, to engage in more complicated cognitive endeavors of a similar kind, like establishing facts or causal relations.

I submit that reflexivity is also crucial in making a distinction between two encompassing discursive modes with regard to resilience. One we could call functionalism proper (F-mode), in which resilience is conceived as preservation, identity as sameness, and explanatory patterns as causal mechanisms running under certain (counterfactual) conditions, as sketched by Pettit. This is why we may characterize it as a ‘mechanical’ mode. The other we could call teleology proper (T-mode), where resilience is self-preservation, identity is taken as selfhood, and explanatory patterns are presented in terms of the sense they make, e.g., in the established settings of plural intentional action that we usually call ‘institutions’. The dominant perspective of F-mode is a third-person one, while the perspective of T-mode is dominated by the first-person viewpoint.

Two important observations have to be made in addition to this distinction. The first is that these are indeed discursive modes. This entails that they do not register at the purely lexical level. There are no words that exclusively belong to one or the other mode. In a more positive vein one should be aware that words like ‘purpose’, ‘goal’, ‘aim’, ‘meaning’, indeed even ‘function’ may circulate in either mode. It requires further analysis to detect how they have to be read or heard. The second observation is that it is common to switch between modes, and that again there are two ways of doing so. One is the inadvertent way, by which the speaker may cause a considerable amount of confusion. The other is the sophisticated way, exploring the internal links between the two modes.

It is not difficult to see which internal links allow for modulation between F-mode and T-mode in either direction. To some extent, as we saw, T-mode is predicated on F-mode. For instance, to return to an earlier example, the golf club cannot really be committed to the mission of greasing business relations if it is not prepared to critically assess the underlying mechanism(s) that make(s) people more overt
to business exchanges while playing this particular game. Only on the basis of this kind of assessment it will be able to formulate a viable mission statement. So at certain points their discourse in T-mode will revert to F-mode. But this is a two-way street. F-mode ushers in T-mode in institutional contexts, as institutions, generally speaking, are default settings of behavior dubbed meaningful (making sense) in and by a given society. Often such meaningfulness is rendered in terms of values, interests, or (more or less shared) preferences. The golf club may also check the mechanisms it appears to be part of against its mission statement and decide that it will steer away from some of them. It may well be that it remains unaware of some of these functional mechanisms, and the sole fact that it becomes aware of them is perhaps a necessary but certainly not a sufficient condition for distancing itself from them.

In a similar vein, a legal order – its officials and its subjects – may be studied in both modes and profit from their interrelations. Social and behavioral sciences like economics, (social) psychology, sociology, evolutionary theory, and their ilk, will theorize the mechanisms underlying law’s ‘mission statement’. But the implications of such a statement with regard to certain areas of socio-political life, or specific problems arising in these areas, are the subject matter of a teleological angle on a legal order. Describing, explaining and (even) predicting these implications has always been the task of legal scholarship. Importantly, in spite of lexical fuzziness and conceptual interrelations between the two modes, neither of them should be collapsed into the other.

2 Wide and narrow views on the function of law

We are now equipped to turn to the institution of law and see how its function(s) may be assessed in view of its resilience, modulating between F-mode and T-mode. I will first discuss some views that ascribe very wide functions or purposes to law, but for which we can hardly find an appropriate mechanism that offers an account of salient characteristics of a resilient legal order. Then I will turn to a more limited function, one that satisfies this condition and allows for a properly teleological account of law that is sensitive to such a mechanism. Throughout this section I will stick to the belief that there is no lexical basis to distinguish F- from T-mode, as these are patterns of discourse that distribute the same lexical elements in different ways.

2.1 Widely held (too) wide views

Wide normative claims on the function of law abound, and they are played around not just in jurisprudential circles. Take, for instance, the final phrase from a leaflet presenting the ‘Agenda for the Dutch
Judiciary 2015-2018: ‘Law makes social life possible.’ It very much resembles our golf club example. Of course, this promo phrase hovers (deliberately, I presume) between necessary and sufficient conditions, but the innuendo cannot be missed. Law is instrumental to social life in all its richness, or so the message is. I will explain, in due time, why I think this is an infelicitous overstatement. But let us look first at a shortlist of similar, explicitly argued, views I met over the last decade or so, regarding the ultimate function of law. Law is alleged to be there, in the final analysis, for the sake of:

i. regulating individual and group behavior

ii. implementing public policies

iii. (re-)allocating rights;

iv. protecting basic moral values;

v. ordering basic needs and the satisfaction thereof.

It would neither be difficult to extend the list, nor to refer to more (and more specific) publications. But to avoid irrelevant discussions let us try to be neither be exhaustive nor selective. This shortlist will do to get the picture. Most lawyers will concede that law has several functions, and/or that some specific function is not the exclusive domain of law. That’s fine. But my concern is twofold: if a function is not the exclusive domain of law, what is the specific way in which law enters the domain? And if various functions should be ascribed to law, what function should be leading when push comes to shove, i.e., when two or more functions collide? Note that the normative ring of these questions primarily indicates that we are looking for an answer from a first-person (plural) viewpoint; the vantage point of a ‘we’ trying to pinpoint ‘what law is for’ in the society they call ‘our’. It is from this vantage point that we will be able to look back at the underlying mechanism and to various functions that ‘we’ would like to take on board, or not.

Here are some examples. There is no point in denying that law should regulate behavior in society. Indeed it does. E.g., in the face of biotechnological developments it regulates the patentability of the use of human embryos for commercial purposes, or of certain methods to harvest human stem cells that entail the destruction of fertilized ova in the blastocyst stage. Or it sanctions certain technological devices (such as road bumps or encrypted codes) that make it impossible (or at least very expensive) to defer from a desirable pattern of behavior. But then, lots of social institutions regulate human behavior. They do so, for instance, by providing education, or by organizing a market, or by promoting a religion, or by constructing certain technological
devices, or by simply continuing a habit under a certain type of circumstances. So what is law doing in this already overcrowded area? The question is often ignored, or even rejected as old-fashioned ‘essentialism’. One rather prefers to invert the definition: if law is a species of regulating behavior, why not say that all regulation of human behavior may appear to be law. ‘Soft law’ seems to prove the point. But in fact soft law proves my point, i.e., my concern. I acknowledge that some efforts to regulate behavior (e.g., a program of subsidies by a semi-governmental body) may turn out to be legally binding in hindsight, while just governmentally advisable in foresight (which is what soft law is mainly about). But my question is: What value is added to such a program at the moment it is sanctioned by law? And the answer does not lie entirely with the sanction as such, since the sanction itself is embedded in a wider set of considerations and constraints that are dubbed ‘legal’.

Apart from the exclusivity issue there is the priority issue. It is all well and good to acknowledge all functions that may credibly be attributed to law. But different functions of law may clash, and then the question is whether some functions are more important than others, so that they become leading in cases of conflict. These conflicts are quite common. There is little doubt, for instance, that law is (and should be) instrumental in implementing public policies; e.g., it should serve the government in warranting a certain level of security to the public against terrorist attacks. Obviously, this policy may interfere with another function of law, like attributing and enforcing certain basic rights to individual members of the polity, e.g., the right to privacy. It is common place to say that, ceteris paribus, the right to security and the right to privacy ought to be ‘balanced’. That’s fine. But what the metaphor of the balance leaves out – here as elsewhere – is what function of law would take the role of the gravity force in establishing the balance? There is, I submit, nothing essentialist about the question which function of law is leading ‘ultimately’, or ‘on the final count of things’, or ‘when push comes to shove’. Perhaps, these more candid phrases are easier to accept than a dogma or two on ‘the essence of law’. But even the most fanatic supporter of Wittgenstein’s famous ‘family resemblances’ will concede that it hinges on the possibility to single out at least some typical traits for a family, or else also this metaphor will evaporate into thin air. Note that I do not say that we must find one all-embracing function for everything called law. But what I do assert is that we are able (indeed, ought) to ask what a specific (set of) legal norm(s) is about ‘in the end’, or ‘what sense’ it ultimately makes. Whether we call this a function or an idea, a purpose or a pursuit, is rather immaterial.

Both the priority issue and the exclusivity issue suggest that there is reason to inquire about what should be regarded as the ultimate function of law? Could one of the items (i) – (v) be considered as
serious candidates for this role? I think none of them would qualify, even if I grant that law may have these and other functions subordinated to its core business. But none of them is the law’s core business in the sense above. Let me briefly point to some difficulties with each of them.

(i) regulating individual and group behavior.

Although law belongs to the genus of ‘doing things with rules’ and although it is therefore crucial to understand rule following in general in order to understand law this function needs to be narrowed down by a specific mode of regulation characteristic of law, as already suggested.

(ii) implementing public policies

Law as the privileged instrument to implement public policies is a popular functional definition of law. But as a view that reduces the function of law to a pure instrument of politics, it easily goes astray. Law should also protect people against certain policies. To this end it should prioritize certain policies in such a way that they become ‘trumps’ in the usual bargaining of trade-offs that characterizes the political process. Without the specific quality generated by this transformation, (ii) is too wide, even if it is granted that the transformation itself is a form of implementing a public policy. On a wider canvass the argument should turn against the view that law is the sum total of norms enacted, applied and enforced by governmental authorities in the name of ‘the public interest’ or ‘the common good’. The law also has a task to fulfill with regard to those who are excluded from ‘the public’ or ‘the community’ by dint of its self-inclusion.

(iii) (re-)allocating rights

At first sight this is the core function of law, in particular if we see rights the Hohfeldian way, distinguishing between various meanings of ‘right’ and their systemic relationships with duties, capabilities, and liabilities. But even then it is a view that quickly becomes circular. I.e., if we define the function of law in terms of (allocating) rights, and then have to determine rights, capabilities, and their ilk, by reference to the function of objective law, we have gone full circle. And it seems that we cannot escape from this conundrum, as long as rights are seen not as sheer interests but as interests worthy of protection by law; or capabilities not as sheer powers but as competences attributed by law. In other words, (iii) is perhaps fine as a doctrinal view but not as a philosophical one.

(iv) protecting basic moral values
In societies where the notion of ‘the good life’ is an essentially contested one, this view on the basic function of law soon loses its attractiveness. Or, to put it the other way around, law that would not be able to intervene in a violent conflict between morally deeply divided parties because of its own moral parti pris, would hardly have any functional merit at all. There are good, even morally good, reasons for law to keep morality at bay when it comes to its role in society. In particular value-based conceptions of morality are difficult to accommodate directly by a legal order, as the German experience with Wertjudikatur and the critique of Wertungsjurisprudenz show.\(^48\)

**(v) ordering basic needs and the satisfaction thereof**

This is probably the most down-to-earth view on the function of law. And again, there is no point in denying that law, in whatever function it may appear, has to take into account what Hart called ‘the minimum content of natural law’.\(^49\) It does not have to cater to basic needs itself, obviously. But it should see to it that basic needs are presented and satisfied in an orderly way, given the constraints that people are born into, like limited resources, limited knowledge of consequences over time, limited strength of will, etc. Even (or particularly) if we leave the (nation) state-centered paradigm of law behind, here is a touchstone for the function of law in society at large. But once more the view is too wide, and too unspecific. It requires a deeper analysis regarding its implications, e.g., criteria that distinguish ‘order’ from ‘disorder’, or ‘basic’ from ‘higher’ needs. I submit that this most down-to-earth view may well be the most puzzling one.\(^50\)

In conclusion we find that none of these wide, and widely-held, views on the ultimate purpose of law is sufficiently specific to offer a stronghold in cases where different functions collide or where one function is served by other agents and institutions than the juridical ones.

### 2.2 An alternative narrow view

I would like to contrast these wide views with a narrower one: at the core, law (in Western societies) is there to end or prevent conflicts that are potentially disruptive of society, by authoritative (legislative, administrative, or judicial) decision-making. Before I go on to argue why this, admittedly traditional, view is more adequate than its wide-ranging competitors I would like to clarify how rich it is in its narrowness, thus straightening out some misunderstandings.

(i) Ending/preventing conflict does not entail ‘solving’ the underlying problem, though solving the underlying problem is a solid way to end/prevent a conflict. An important parameter of satisfying solutions is ‘justice’ or ‘fairness’, preferred values that are relevant not only in
law but also in politics, economics, and ethics. The intention to go beyond the mere end of stopping or curbing a conflict and address the underlying issue explains why there is an increasing interest in Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR), often ‘under the shadow of the law’. It also explains why judges in family law take far more liberty to set formalities aside and go to the heart of the matter than in, say, tax law. But often the law is reluctant to tackle the underlying problem; it settles for just stopping or curbing a fight. And we should not regard this as a failure on the part of the law. There is wisdom in the old saying ‘lites finiri oportet’ (fightings should stop) because, often enough, a way of dealing with the problem will only be found, if at all, if and when parties return to the practice of daily life instead of staying at the meta-level of dispute. Doing the walk rather than the talk is often important in finding a way out of a predicament in human life, for the simple reason that a lot of our knowing-how (i.e., practical knowledge) is tacit, embodied, and conditional on actual situations. For instance, when I am hesitant about the correct spelling of a word, it does not help to think harder; it helps to stop thinking and to start writing it; chances are that then I will know. In a similar vein, problems in social relationships may profit from stopping the quarrelling on both sides and getting on.

(ii) Not every conflict is the law’s business, though even small conflicts may become socially disruptive. It is a sound sociological insight that conflicts in social relationships are not necessarily bad; they often deepen and enrich such ties. But conflicts, even small ones, tend to drift further and further away from a solution, i.e., get out of hand, the more argumentative fuel is brought to the fire by the parties involved. Indeed, even small conflicts tend to involve more and more parties, to the point where they may wreck whole societies. Law tries to monitor the type of conflicts that are potentially disruptive on a large scale. This, however, is very much dependent on cultural time and space. For instance, in secular society, blasphemy is unlikely to cause social disruption, whereas in religious societies it will do so quite predictably. As a consequence, there is very limited ground for (criminal) law to interfere in the former, while there is plenty of reason in the latter case. Also linguistic pluralism may be negotiated quite smoothly in one country (Switzerland) and give rise to one constitutional crisis after the other in another one (Belgium).

It requires political sensitivity to assess which conflicts should be engaged by law and which should not. From a judicial point of view, quite a few conflicts in private law root in hurt personal feelings, where damages are claimed for the sheer purpose of getting access to a verdict on ‘guilt’. They are unlikely to grow to disruptive proportions by any ‘slippery slope’ argument. Moreover, slippery slope arguments themselves are not always appropriate. But they are not insane either. From a legislative viewpoint, however, there is a persistent
inclination to regulate in view of ‘order’ rather than ‘peace’, where the criteria of order are inspired by political priorities rather than the reduction of conflict. I would be hesitant to attribute the predicate ‘law’ to all these regulations. Many of these are political arrangements which should be left to the political process.

(iii) A priori, there are many ways to end or prevent serious conflict in society, and not all of them are part of law; e.g., insulating or eliminating (one of) the antagonists in the conflict, or providing abundant resources. Law has a specific way with conflicts. It tries to stop or curb them by authoritative decision-making. Therefore, any theory of law (functionalist, evolutionist, economist, etc.) has to usher in an account of authority, quite apart from what is equally necessary, namely a theory of decision-making. For reasons of space, let me focus on the former, i.e., on the old saying quoted famously by Hobbes that it is authority rather than truth that makes law.54

A lot of ground here is covered by Raz’s ‘service conception’ of authority, which is basically an answer to the question what it is to ‘follow’ authority under conditions of (i) rationality and (ii) freedom.55 I have little reason to take issue with this account here. It’s just that I think that there is yet another question to be asked: what is it to acquire authority? To copy Raz’s vocabulary, how do you give other agents reason to waive acting on the balance of their own reasons, and to believe that they will end up acting in accordance with the reasons that apply to them anyway if they follow your directives?

My answer is this; you should bring it about that they trust you with a certain knowledge in finding a way out of their predicament(s) which they do not have at their disposal (yet). It does not necessarily have to be theoretical, explicit and demonstrable knowledge. In most cases it is not. It may well be practical knowledge (‘knowing how’ rather than ‘knowing that’) and it may well be tacit, implicit, and embodied. Because it is practical it is easily confused with ‘power’: the power to find a way out of the predicament. But power is not the first thing at issue when the issue is a predicament. Arguably, the predicament may be canonically expressed as ‘What should I/we do?’ It is not, typically, ‘What do I/we want to do?’ For our wants may be short-sighted, ill-informed, or weakly willed, even to the point where they become self-destructive. We rather ask ‘What is the right thing to do’, given the kind of agent (singular or plural) we take ourselves to be everything being considered, or on the final count of things. Knowledge that leads us out of this predicament is, I submit, genuine (practical) knowledge – a mode of knowledge that comes (gradually) with experience, training, and critical feedback on consequences. It used to be called peritia. It comes far less, if at all, with accepting (learning) true propositions and rejecting false ones. People in predicaments of various kinds turn to people they trust with peritia in the specific
circumstances at hand and call them ‘authorities’ who may be able to ‘serve’ them. Sometimes they will do this jointly, expecting a service that will benefit them jointly, i.e., that will be ‘the right thing to do’ for their society at large.

To evoke this kind of trust on the scale on society, and thus to acquire authority, one cannot build on the reasons pro and con a certain policy that are already available in society, since they articulate the very predicament that the parties involved desire wish to escape from. And so authority is acquired by pointing to a viable escape, i.e., to a hole in society’s plural identity (as it is laid out in properties and preferences). This hole or, if one prefers, this porosity allows it to relate to its surrounding world in a new way for the future and yet retain the link to the past. In this sense, truth is indeed not the main source of law, while authority is. But from this it does not follow that authority can be accounted for without tying it in with an important mode of knowledge. And what is perhaps most important (and debatable...): once trust is evoked and has taken the form of a commitment to comply with authority for one’s own benefit, it entails a default approval of coercion by the members of society. This is neither to say that authority is allowed to apply coercion in all domains of social life, nor that the approval cannot be withdrawn. But, by default, it would be self-contradictory to accept authority A in predicament S forfeiting the balance of one’s own reasons, and then construing the balance of one’s own reasons after all, as soon as one dislikes A’s directives. I venture that, when it comes to law, coercion follows authority, rather than the other way around.\textsuperscript{56}

2.2 An alternative narrow view

I would like to contrast these wide views with a narrower one: at the core, law (in Western societies) is there to end or prevent conflicts that are potentially disruptive of society, by authoritative (legislative, administrative, or judicial) decision-making. Before I go on to argue why this, admittedly traditional, view is more adequate than its wide-ranging competitors I would like to clarify how rich it is in its narrowness, thus straightening out some misunderstandings.

(i) Ending/preventing conflict does not entail ‘solving’ the underlying problem, though solving the underlying problem is a solid way to end/prevent a conflict. An important parameter of satisfying solutions is ‘justice’ or ‘fairness’, preferred values that are relevant not only in law but also in politics, economics, and ethics. The intention to go beyond the mere end of stopping or curbing a conflict and address the underlying issue explains why there is an increasing interest in Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR), often ‘under the shadow of the law’. It also explains why judges in family law take far more liberty to set formalities aside and go to the heart of the matter than in, say, tax
law. But often the law is reluctant to tackle the underlying problem; it settles for just stopping or curbing a fight. And we should not regard this as a failure on the part of the law. There is wisdom in the old saying ‘lites finiri oportet’ (fightings should stop) because, often enough, a way of dealing with the problem will only be found, if at all, if and when parties return to the practice of daily life instead of staying at the meta-level of dispute. Doing the walk rather than the talk is often important in finding a way out of a predicament in human life, for the simple reason that a lot of our knowing-how (i.e., practical knowledge) is tacit, embodied, and conditional on actual situations. For instance, when I am hesitant about the correct spelling of a word, it does not help to think harder; it helps to stop thinking and to start writing it; chances are that then I will know. In a similar vein, problems in social relationships may profit from stopping the quarrelling on both sides and getting on.

(ii) Not every conflict is the law’s business, though even small conflicts may become socially disruptive. It is a sound sociological insight that conflicts in social relationships are not necessarily bad; they often deepen and enrich such ties. But conflicts, even small ones, tend to drift further and further away from a solution, i.e., get out of hand, the more argumentative fuel is brought to the fire by the parties involved. Indeed, even small conflicts tend to involve more and more parties, to the point where they may wreck whole societies. Law tries to monitor the type of conflicts that are potentially disruptive on a large scale. This, however, is very much dependent on cultural time and space. For instance, in secular society, blasphemy is unlikely to cause social disruption, whereas in religious societies it will do so quite predictably. As a consequence, there is very limited ground for (criminal) law to interfere in the former, while there is plenty of reason in the latter case. Also linguistic pluralism may be negotiated quite smoothly in one country (Switzerland) and give rise to one constitutional crisis after the other in another one (Belgium).

It requires political sensitivity to assess which conflicts should be engaged by law and which should not. From a judicial point of view, quite a few conflicts in private law root in hurt personal feelings, where damages are claimed for the sheer purpose of getting access to a verdict on ‘guilt’. They are unlikely to grow to disruptive proportions by any ‘slippery slope’ argument. Moreover, slippery slope arguments themselves are not always appropriate. But they are not insane either. From a legislative viewpoint, however, there is a persistent inclination to regulate in view of ‘order’ rather than ‘peace’, where the criteria of order are inspired by political priorities rather than the reduction of conflict. I would be hesitant to attribute the predicate ‘law’ to all these regulations. Many of these are political arrangements which should be left to the political process.
A priori, there are many ways to end or prevent serious conflict in society, and not all of them are part of law; e.g., insulating or eliminating (one of) the antagonists in the conflict, or providing abundant resources. Law has a specific way with conflicts. It tries to stop or curb them by authoritative decision-making. Therefore, any theory of law (functionalist, evolutionist, economist, etc.) has to usher in an account of authority, quite apart from what is equally necessary, namely a theory of decision-making. For reasons of space, let me focus on the former, i.e., on the old saying quoted famously by Hobbes that it is authority rather than truth that makes law.60

A lot of ground here is covered by Raz’s ‘service conception’ of authority, which is basically an answer to the question what it is to ‘follow’ authority under conditions of (i) rationality and (ii) freedom.61 I have little reason to take issue with this account here. It’s just that I think that there is yet another question to be asked: what is it to acquire authority? To copy Raz’s vocabulary, how do you give other agents reason to waive acting on the balance of their own reasons, and to believe that they will end up acting in accordance with the reasons that apply to them anyway if they follow your directives?

My answer is this; you should bring it about that they trust you with a certain knowledge in finding a way out of their predicament(s) which they do not have at their disposal (yet). It does not necessarily have to be theoretical, explicit and demonstrable knowledge. In most cases it is not. It may well be practical knowledge (‘knowing how’ rather than ‘knowing that’) and it may well be tacit, implicit, and embodied. Because it is practical it is easily confused with ‘power’: the power to find a way out of the predicament. But power is not the first thing at issue when the issue is a predicament. Arguably, the predicament may be canonically expressed as ‘What should I/we do?’ It is not, typically, ‘What do I/we want to do?’ For our wants may be short-sighted, ill-informed, or weakly willed, even to the point where they become self-destructive. We rather ask ‘What is the right thing to do’, given the kind of agent (singular or plural) we take ourselves to be everything being considered, or on the final count of things. Knowledge that leads us out of this predicament is, I submit, genuine (practical) knowledge – a mode of knowledge that comes (gradually) with experience, training, and critical feedback on consequences. It used to be called peritia. It comes far less, if at all, with accepting (learning) true propositions and rejecting false ones. People in predicaments of various kinds turn to people they trust with peritia in the specific circumstances at hand and call them ‘authorities’ who may be able to ‘serve’ them. Sometimes they will do this jointly, expecting a service that will benefit them jointly, i.e., that will be ‘the right thing to do’ for their society at large.

To evoke this kind of trust on the scale on society, and thus to acquire
authority, one cannot build on the reasons pro and con a certain policy that are already available in society, since they articulate the very predicament that the parties involved desire wish to escape from. And so authority is acquired by pointing to a viable escape, i.e., to a hole in society’s plural identity (as it is laid out in properties and preferences). This hole or, if one prefers, this porosity allows it to relate to its surrounding world in a new way for the future and yet retain the link to the past. In this sense, truth is indeed not the main source of law, while authority is. But from this it does not follow that authority can be accounted for without tying it in with an important mode of knowledge. And what is perhaps most important (and debatable...): once trust is evoked and has taken the form of a commitment to comply with authority for one’s own benefit, it entails a default approval of coercion by the members of society. This is neither to say that authority is allowed to apply coercion in all domains of social life, nor that the approval cannot be withdrawn. But, by default, it would be self-contradictory to accept authority A in predicament S forfeiting the balance of one’s own reasons, and then construing the balance of one’s own reasons after all, as soon as one dislikes A’s directives. I venture that, when it comes to law, coercion follows authority, rather than the other way around.\(^6^2\)

### 3 Telos and function

My main argument for a strict account of the purpose of law is a functional one, or so I want to believe. It is the best explanation of a number of properties that we may observe in well-functioning legal orders and that, together, we recognize as a mechanism that warrants the resilience of law as a conflict-resolving system. Without the hypothesis that law is what it is because it is meant to end or prevent potentially disruptive conflict by authoritative decision-making (regarding rules or regarding cases), there would be no reason to retain and protect these features. Let me briefly review some of them.

i. A lot of law has to do with drawing a circle around conflicts that marks the common ground of an arena where the fight has to take place. There is a prescribed language that the parties must speak; they cannot just choose their own words\(^6^3\) without a lawyer transforming them into legal categories. This language has a mediating role, in the sense that only by these transformations the conflict may be addressed and decided upon. This comes at the price of alienating effects, where at the end of a law suit the parties involved sometimes barely recognize what kept them divided.

ii. There are strict rules of procedure both for legislative and judicial decision-making, warranting that any problem can be fed into an algorithm that will provide a decision in a finite
number of steps. The legislator’s decisions hinge on majority vote, the judge’s decisions of the hierarchy of courts, with one court being supreme. The latter feature, in particular, is very telling. If parties in conflict could shop around for equally high judges, conflicts would not end, let alone be prevented.

iii. Meanwhile, the discursive turns of the procedures (who starts, who is next, etc.) clearly mark the steps to be taken. Time restrictions (terms; due process requirements) work towards reaching a decision, though more so in ending a conflict at hand than in pre-empting foreseeable conflict.

iv. The law of evidence limits the weapons that may be chosen for the procedure, while other rules warrant access to justice (e.g., on legal aid), provide equality of arms, and offer a level battlefield.

v. Legal fictions help to ‘construe’ a case so that it can be decided upon, even in the absence of hard factual evidence. Presumptions (juris tantum; juris et de jure) fulfill similar roles. The most robust presumption is that the law always responds to a case, once it is decided that it should be heard. The judge does not have liberty to hide behind the back of the legislator.

vi. Majority vote in democratic (i.e., multi-party) legislation causes pressure groups to abolish the most radical camps in a conflict and to prepare for negotiation and compromise, so as to end up in the majority. But only on condition of another conflict-muting rule; namely that the majority leaves the minority the institutionally warranted chance to become a majority.

vii. Legal rules often appeal to pre-figurations of legal normativity in society (the foresight of a reasonable man; good entrepreneurship; normal conditions; etc.), so as to channel social behavior before it ushers in conflict. At the same time, the normative meaning of these pre-figurations in law remains to be set (i.e., posited) by legal officials.

viii. On a larger canvass, this double bind of law becomes visible in the bi-conditional relationship between subjective rights and objective law: no subjective rights without the sanction of objective law, but then no objective law without respect for subjective rights.64

ix. In principle, coercion is applied only under the restraints that come with the legal institutionalization of authority, i.e., competence.
In principle, where no socio-political conflicts are to be expected, (criminal) law is inclined to step back and monitor the boundaries of an emergent normative domain rather than what goes on in the domain itself. Cf. euthanasia under well-defined circumstances as essentially different from murder on the one hand and assisted suicide on the other.

Abundant theatrical stage settings undergird the authority of parliament, government, and judicature, as if these bodies are acquainted with a wider world beyond society.

These (and other) features would be incomprehensible if the wide views of section 2.1 would dominate the ultimate telos of law. In particular, if law would be primarily an instrument of regulating socio-political behavior in a society, it would often come at loggerheads with strict procedures, established language, restraint coercion, etc. And if it would be primarily about securing a sort of minimum morality in society, it would refrain from what Luhmann calls ‘Vollpositivierung’, as well as from fictions and presumptions that somehow tinker with facts on the ground. Moreover it would be much more deliberative than decisive in the face of contested values. By contrast, these – and countless other – properties of law speak to law as a resilient phenomenon in our society, as they together form a mechanism that generates authoritative final decisions in cases of serious societal conflict.

One last question: What depends on a wider or a narrower view on the telos of law and its basis in a functional mechanism of resilience? I think that the narrow view could inspire at least some fundamental changes in our manifold appeals to law, as we tend to use it to solve problems for which it is inappropriate. The decisive parameter for these changes is the extent to which socially disruptive conflicts are (or come) in sight. Firstly, in many areas of socio-political life, e.g., in medical and social care and nursery, we witness a proliferation of (quasi-)legal categories in making moral and/or professional judgments. That is to say, increasingly, good care is tantamount to protocol and procedure rather than attentiveness and prudence. Binaries like capability/incapability (of will) govern many a moral decision, where only shades and modes of willing would do justice to the situation at hand.

Secondly, and surprisingly, perhaps, it is also unnecessary, indeed counterproductive, to make law the default mode of public regulation. Other arrangements are conceivable, especially those that keep conflicts at bay. Major cities in the world today are governed not so much through law as by involving key players in wide-ranging agreements from which they all profit, individually and jointly. There is rare need to cast these agreements in the mold of law, following set
procedures, attributing liabilities, competences, sanctions, etc. beforehand. It would make them less flexible, e.g., in profiting from rapidly changing circumstances. Like in traffic, it is often better to create a roundabout where all players cannot but carefully watch and negotiate each other’s behavior, than to put up lights from which they can infer rights (and fights).

Thirdly, and this is no surprise, it is rewarding to continue on the path of ARD, and curb litigation where possible. Authoritative decision-making to end a conflict is rarely the best way to solve the underlying problem. Also, even in law suits judges should encourage parties to compromise, rather than litigate. And they should not be sanctioned for doing so by the court’s management, for the sole reason of saving time and money.

On the other hand, if we’d choose to continue on the path of using law for purposes and in contexts which it would be better kept away from, we will predictably run into one or more traps of the following kind(s):

1. We will perpetually struggle to keep legal protection up over and against political expediency (instrumentalism).

2. We will increasingly define our social relationships from what can go wrong with them, i.e., from the point of view of mutual distrust.

3. We will construe their predicaments in the ‘winner takes all’ binary of a law suit, rather than the win-win outcomes of compromises.

4. We will continue to bring ‘discursive dilemmas’ out of sight by preferring individualized reasoning on group issues.

5. We will hold agents liable who are not and not hold agents liable who are, e.g., by the straightjacket of (linear) causality as prescribed by law – all in good faith that we are solving political problems by legal rules.

6. We will evaluate the performance of law by the wrong standards.
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